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multilayer (decreasing to about 13 percent if the Pavolonis-Heidinger algorithm output is not 25 used). Evaluation against the merged CPR and CALIOP 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product shows that 26 the MODIS multilayer detection results are quite sensitive to how multilayer clouds are defined in 27 the radar/lidar product, and that the algorithm performs better when the optical thickness of the 28 upper cloud layer is greater than about 1.2 with a minimum layer separation distance of 1km.
29
Finally, we find that filtering the MYD06 cloud optical properties retrievals using the multilayer impacts the optical property retrievals of the radiatively dominant cloud layer (the primary example 75 being a thin ice cloud overlying an optically thicker liquid water cloud), rather than as a strict 76 multilayer detection algorithm. For example, Desmons et al. defined a multilayer cloud when CPR 77 and CALIOP detected two spatially distinct cloud layers, regardless of the separation distance 78 between the cloud layers and cloud thermodynamic phase, while Wang et al. specified only that 79 detected cloud layers must be separated vertically by at least 480m to be considered multilayer.
81
In this paper, the main purpose is to present an evaluation of the Aqua MODIS (MYD06) 82 C6.1 multilayer cloud detection algorithm through comparisons with CPR and CALIOP merged 83 products. In addition, we will investigate how multilayer clouds affect MYD06 cloud 84 thermodynamic phase results which have strong consequences for microphysical retrievals. In 85 the first section we provide a short overview of the MOD06/MYD06 multilayer cloud detection 86 algorithm. The second section provides details about the datasets and the methodology used for 87 the evaluation. The third section presents evaluation results as a function of three main 88 parameters used to define a multilayer cloud scene in the CPR/CALIOP merged products: (1) the 89 separation distance d between the two radiatively dominant cloud layers, (2) the thermodynamic 90 phase of those layers, and (3) the layer optical thicknesses, in particular of the upper cloud layer.
91
Finally, in the last section, we show the impact of multilayer clouds on cloud effective radius 
108
The algorithm is based primarily on four tests that are collectively used to classify a cloudy 109 pixel as monolayer or multilayer: 2. An above-cloud precipitable water (PW) difference test (ΔPW), using the relative difference 114 between above-cloud PW derived from the CO2-slicing cloud-top pressure result and that 115 derived from the 0.94µm channel with respect to the total PW (TPW) derived from ancillary 116 atmospheric profiles; a relative difference larger than 8% yields a positive multilayer cloud 117 result. 118 3. A second above-cloud PW difference test (ΔPW900mb), similar to the ΔPW test above but 119 assuming the cloud is located at 900mb when deriving above-cloud PW from the 0.94µm 120 channel; again, a relative difference of 8% yields a positive multilayer cloud result. 
III -Data Sets and Methodology

156
We evaluate the MODIS C6.1 multilayer cloud detection algorithm using co-located A-Train
157
CloudSat CPR and CALIPSO CALIOP data during the year 2008. Due to its location in the A-
158
Train, only Aqua MODIS MYD06 data is used; note that the multilayer algorithm applied to Terra
159
MODIS is identical to that applied to Aqua MODIS. Rather than consider CPR data separately, 179 excluded. Note that, for the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar products, we use a naïve definition of multilayer 180 clouds here, namely all profiles where the merged product indicates more than one cloud layer 181 regardless of layer phase, optical thickness, or separation distance. Several conclusions can be 182 inferred from these tables. First, for the cloudy pixel population for which the MYD06 multilayer 183 detection algorithm is not applied (cloud optical thickness < 4, top rows), the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar 184 product indicates a quite high percentage of multilayer clouds, 16.58% of the total cloudy 185 population. As we will show in the next section, this imposed multilayer detection limit in MYD06 
195
While it is evident in Figure 3 that MYD06 misses a relatively large percentage of multilayer 196 clouds that the radar/lidar merged product detects (7.79% or 11.40% when the PH04 test is 197 included or excluded, respectively), the active sensors are much more capable at detecting multilayer cloud scenes than MODIS. More importantly, as we will see in the next section, in many 199 cases these missed multilayer scenes do not adversely impact the optical property retrieval 
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To better understand the multilayer cloud scenes, we focus on multilayer cloud scenes with 206 only two cloud layers (which represent about 77% of the multilayer cloud population in our co-207 located dataset). Figure 4 shows the probability that MYD06 correctly identifies a multilayer cloud, 208 using the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar data as truth, given the separation distance d (the distance Figure 4a , that the PH04 test is very sensitive to multilayer clouds, 214 even if d and t are quite small, but at the expense of a larger false positive rate (see Figure 3a ).
215
On the other hand, if the PH04 test is not used (Figure 4b) , one can see that the probability of 216 correctly detecting a multilayer cloud scene increases with both d and t. Regardless of the 217 inclusion of the PH04 test, however, the results shown here indicate that it is probable that MYD06 218 will detect a multilayer cloud if the separation distance d is greater than 1km and the upper layer 
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Extending this monolayer analysis to multilayer cloud scenes, two types of multilayer cases 234 can be distinguished in the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product, namely profiles where the multiple cloud 235 layers share the same thermodynamic phase and those where they do not. Figure 5b shows the 236 comparison between the MYD06 cloud optical properties phase and the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar 237 product for two cloud layers sharing the same cloud phase (roughly 10% of the co-located 
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The ambiguity of the results in Figure 6 
286
namely those associated with three particle absorptive bands at 2.1, 1.6 and 3.7µm. One can see 287 the differences between the monolayer cloud (blue) and multilayer cloud (red) populations, and 288 that the ice cloud effective radius populations exhibit the largest differences. In particular, the ice 289 cloud effective radius distributions for the multilayer cloud population have a secondary mode at 290 effective radius around 10-15µm. This secondary mode can be explained by a large fraction of 291 cases in the co-located dataset having ice overlapping liquid clouds (see Figure 6 , left column).
292
Since liquid droplets are less absorptive than ice crystals in these spectral channels for a given 293 size, identifying these scenes as ice phase can yield smaller ice cloud effective radius retrievals.
294
Indeed, if we remove from the multilayer population those cloudy pixels classified by MYD06 as multilayer, as shown in Figure 9 for cases where MYD06 cloud optical thickness exceeds 4, one 296 can see that the secondary peaks in the ice effective radius distributions for multilayer clouds 297 (red) have disappeared. Therefore, though the MYD06 multilayer cloud detection is not able to 298 detect all multilayer clouds, it can be used to filter cloud effective radius retrievals that are 299 radiatively impacted by multilayer cloud scenes. Even if the PH04 algorithm is ignored in the 300 MYD06 multilayer cloud detection algorithm (Figure 10) , the multilayer detection results remain 301 useful for removing most of the differences between the two populations, though some portion of 302 the small ice cloud effective radii remain.
304
If the MODIS cloud optical thickness is lower than 4, the multilayer cloud detection algorithm 305 is not applied since forward modeling indicated that there is not enough information to discriminate 306 monolayer and multilayer clouds (Wind et al. 2010) . Figure 11 shows, however, that some 307 noticeable differences remain in the MODIS cloud effective radius distributions for monolayer and 308 multilayer clouds as determined by the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar products. It is then not possible to 309 directly screen out the cloud effective radius strongly biased by the presence of multilayer cloud 310 scenes as we showed previously.
312
VI -Conclusions
314
In an evaluation of the MODIS multilayer cloud detection algorithm by comparing Aqua 315 MODIS MYD06 C6.1 with a merged CPR and CALIOP products, . As expected, the results are 316 quite sensitive to the definition of a multilayer cloud scene for active sensor products. Therefore, 317 three main parameters have been used to defined a multilayer cloud scene: (1) the maximum 318 separation distance d between the two cloud layers, (2) the thermodynamic phase of those layers, 319 and (3) the upper layer optical thicknesses. Overall, the global MODIS multilayer cloud detection algorithm skill performs well when the optical thickness of the upper layer is greater than about 1-321 2 and the separation distance d is greater than 1km. In parallel, the impact of using a 1.38 µm 322 channel in a multilayer algorithm (PH04, Pavolonis and Heidinger, 2004) was studied; PH04 was 323 added as a separate test to the MODIS multilayer algorithm beginning with Collection 6. It was 324 found that this algorithm flags too many cloudy scenes as multilayer, leading to an increase in 325 false positive occurrences, i.e. cloudy pixels wrongly flagged as multilayer.
326
This study also allowed for an expanded evaluation of the MODIS cloud 
335
the MODIS phase is often retrieved as liquid; further investigation is needed for these cases.
336
When the cloud phase is different in the two cloud layers, the preferred phase for MODIS should 337 be based on the radiative contribution from each layer to the observed signal. For instance, the 338 most frequent cases, according to 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar products, are ice overlying liquid clouds 339 for which the fraction of ice or liquid cloud retrieved by MODIS are about the same but this includes 340 radiatively thin upper cloud layers. MYD06 is more and more likely to identify ice phase rather 341 than liquid phase with the increase of the ice cloud optical thickness.
343
Even though the MODIS C6 multilayer cloud detection algorithm is not able to detect all 344 multilayer cloud scenes compared to the merged CPR and CALIOP product (MYD06 results including the PH04 test agree with the 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar monolayer and multilayer 346 classifications 33.73% of the time, disagree 20.04% of the time), the algorithm is reasonably 347 skilled in its intended use, i.e., discriminating those pixels for which the cloud effective radius may 348 be biased by layers having different microphysics (phase and/or effective particle size). MODIS 
